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Abstract. In this paper, we address the problem of schedulability analysis of
a set of real-time periodic (or sporadic) tasks on multiprocessor hardware plat-
forms, under fixed priority global scheduling. In a multiprocessor system with
M processors, a global scheduler consists of a single queue of ready tasks for
all processors, and the scheduler selects the first M tasks toexecute on the M
processors. We allow preemption and migration of tasks between processors.
This paper presents two different contributions. First, wederive a sufficient schedu-
lability test for periodic and sporadic task system scheduled with fixed priority
when priorities are assigned according to Deadline Monotonic. This test is effi-
cient when dealing with heavy tasks (i.e. tasks with high utilization). Then, we
develop an independent analysis for preperiod deadline systems. This leads to a
new schedulability test with density and utilization bounds that are tighter than
the existing ones.

1 Introduction

Recently, multicore hardware platforms (i.e. with more than one processor on a single
chip) are gaining momentum both in the high-end processor market and in the embed-
ded systems market. There are many reasons for this widespread popularity, the most
important being the technological constraints that make itimpossible to design and im-
plement faster single-processor chips at reasonable costs.

However, the current state-of-practice programming methodologies have not yet
shifted toward parallel computing. This is particularly unfortunate in real-time systems.
As a matter of fact, the real-time scheduling theory for multiprocessor systems is not
yet well studied as the corresponding single-processor scheduling theory. In particular,
many negative results are known for real-time scheduling onmulti-processors.

Recently, a number of research papers have addressed the problem of schedulability
analysis of real-time task sets on a multi-processor platform when global scheduling is
considered. In a multiprocessor system withm processors, global scheduling consists
in having one single queue of ready tasks for all processors and a scheduler selects the
firstm tasks from the queue to be executed on the processors. Preemption and migration
are allowed, i.e. a task may be interrupted by higher priority tasks at any time and
it may resume execution on a different processor. A totally different approach is static
partitioning of tasks to processors, where, before execution, tasks are statically allocated
to processors and cannot migrate. On each processor, a single processor scheduler is
run.



In comparison to static partitioning, global scheduling suffers the cost of migration.
This cost is mostly due to the cache: when moving a task from one processor to another,
chances are that the task must reload the cache of the second processor. This cost,
which might result excessive in traditional multiprocessor platforms, is greatly reduced
in multicore chips, as the processors share part of the cache, and one processor can
access the cache contents of another processor at little additional cost.

Moreover, global scheduling is particularly useful in caseof open dynamic systems,
where tasks may dynamically enter and leave the system. In fact, with static partition-
ing, every time a task enters the system, it must be allocatedto a processor, and optimal
allocation is an NP-Hard problem. Therefore, admission control and allocation become
difficult and time consuming. Also, when a task leaves the system, there may be the
need for re-allocation and load balancing, and this reintroduces migration overhead.

On the other hand, under global scheduling a task is not allocated to a processor.
Therefore, when a task wants to enter the system, the only remaining problem is ad-
mission control, i.e. to understand if the task can be admitted into the system without
jeopardizing the guarantee on the already admitted real-time tasks. This test is com-
monly referred to asschedulability test. In this paper we propose schedulability tests
based on utilization and density bounds, which are polynomial in the number of tasks.

When considering global scheduling, schedulers can be roughly divided in three
groups depending on the priority that a task has during its execution. If the priority
of a task cannot change throughout the whole task lifetime, the scheduling algorithm
has ”fixed task priority”. If the priority can change only at job boundaries, as with
EDF, then the algorithm has ”fixed job priority”. The above classes are often referred
to as ”priority driven”. Finally, if the priority can changealso during the job execution,
as for the P-fair class of algorithms described in [1], then the algorithm has ”(fully)
dynamic priority”. Algorithms from the latter class can have a higher utilization bound,
reaching the number of processors when deadlines are equal to periods. On the other
side, they have a higher number of preemptions and migrations and a more difficult
implementation. For these reasons, it may be more favorableto use a priority driven
scheduler that has all the mentioned advantages related to the global scheduling.

This work will analyze the first group of algorithms, which assigns statically the
priority to each task and that is often briefly calledfixed priority. One of the most
used priority assignment in this class is Rate Monotonic (RM), that assigns priorities
proportional to the inverse of the periods. RM has been proved to be optimal in the
uniprocessor case, in the sense that if a task set can be scheduled with fixed priority
with a particular priority assignment, then it is also schedulable with RM. If a system
can have deadlines less than periods, then the Deadline Monotonic priority assignment
(DM) is optimal on a single processor. Efficient schedulability tests are known in the
uniprocessor case for both DM and RM. When considering systems with more than one
CPU, the above optimality is lost. This is mainly due to the ”Dhall effect” [2], that takes
place when scheduling on the same platform tasks with high utilization and tasks with
low utilization. To overcome this effect reaching a higher utilization bound, there are
proposed solutions that give maximum priority to the heaviest tasks and schedule the
remaining ones with RM or DM.



1.1 Our contribution

This paper presents various contributions. First, we discuss two recent solutions to the
multiprocessor schedulability analysis using deadline-monotonic algorithm, one pro-
posed by Andersson, Baruah and Jonsson [3], which will be denoted byABJ, and the
other one proposed by Baker [4], which will be denoted byBAK. We prove that neither
test dominates the other.

Using a technique similar to the one used in [5] for the EDF case, we then propose a
schedulability test that, bounding the interference imposed on a task, is able to succes-
fully guarantee a larger portion of schedulable task sets, especially in presence ofheavy
tasks(i.e. tasks whose utilization is greater than 0.5).

In order to derive a result that generalizes ABJ, as well as a utilization bound pro-
posed by Baker, we develop a new scheduling analysis that leads to tighter density and
utilization bounds. With these new results, we can evaluatethe performances of DM-
based hybrid scheduling algorithms, which are solutions that treat in a different way the
tasks with high and with low utilization, overcoming Dhall’s effect and reaching higher
utilization bounds.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the terminology and
notation. In Section 3, the two main existing results on the schedulability analysis with
RM and DM are summarized and compared. In Section 4, we present our first test,
which improves over the test proposed in [4] bounding the interference that can be im-
posed on a task. In Section 5, we propose a new scheduling analysis that leads to tighter
density and utilization bounds. Using this result, we then characterize the performances
of previously proposed hybrid algorithms based on RM and DM.Finally, in Section 6
we present our conclusions.

2 System model

We consider a setτ of periodic or sporadic tasks to be scheduled onm identical proces-
sors. A taskτk is a sequence of jobsJj

k , each one with an arrival timerj
k and a finishing

timef j
k . Each taskτk = (Ck, Dk, Tk) ∈ τ is characterized by a worst-case computation

timeCk, a period or minimum interarrival timeTk, and a relative deadlineDk. Goal of
the scheduling algorithm is to guarantee that each job will complete before its absolute
deadlinedj

k = rj
k + Dk.

For convenience, tasks are numbered in decreasing priorityorder. We denote with
constrained deadline(resp.implicit deadline) the systems withDk ≤ Tk (resp.Dk =
Tk). We define theutilization of a taskτk asUk = Ck

Tk
. We also define thedensityof

a taskτk asλk = Ck

Dk
, which represents the “worst-case” request of a task in a generic

time interval. LetUmax (resp.λmax) be the largest utilization (resp. the largest density)
among all tasks.

TheworkloadWk(a, b) of taskτk is the sum of all intervals in whichτk is executing
in interval[a, b]. The loadLk(a, b) of a taskτk in [a, b] is the workload divided by the
length of the interval:Lk(a, b) = Wk(a,b)

b−a
.

Thecompeting (work)loadof a taskτk is the sum of the (work)loads of all tasksτi,
with i < k.



TheinterferenceIk(a, b) on a taskτk over an interval[a, b] is the cumulative length
of all intervals in which the task is ready to execute but it cannot execute due to higher
priority jobs. We also define theinterferenceIi,k(a, b) of a taskτi on a taskτk over an
interval[a, b] as the cumulative length of all intervals in whichτk is ready to execute,τi

is executing whileτk is not. Notice that by definition:Ii,k(a, b) ≤ Ik(a, b), ∀i, k, a, b.
We finally define theinterfering loadon a taskτk over an interval[a, b], as the

interferenceIk(a, b) divided by the length of the interval, i.e.:Lint
k (a, b) = Ik(a,b)

b−a
.

Similarly, we define theinterfering loadof a taskτi on a taskτk in an interval[a, b], as:
Lint

i,k (a, b) =
Ii,k(a,b)

b−a
.

3 Summary of existing results

The schedulability problem for RM or DM has been widely studied in the uniproces-
sor case. Only recently the multiprocessor case has been analyzed in more detail. In
particular, there are two previously proposed works that derive schedulability tests with
polynomial time complexity, one proposed by Andersson, Baruah, Jonsson [3] and the
other by Baker [4]. We will refer to both results with the firstletters of the authors.

3.1 TheABJ test

The following result has been presented in [3,6] and is validonly for systems with
deadlines equal to periods.

Theorem 1 (ABJ). A task set withUtot ≤ m2

3m−2 andUmax ≤ m
3m−2 is schedulable

with Rate Monotonic (RM) uponm processors.

The test is very simple but is only applicable to task sets composed by tasks with
limited utilization. In the same paper is proposed a slightly modified version of RM that
allows to reach a utilization bound ofm

2

3m−2 with no restriction on the utilization of a
task. We will better describe this algorithm and the relatedbound in the last part of this
paper.

3.2 TheBAK test

With a different approach, Baker derived in [4,7] another test that is valid also for prepe-
riod deadline systems with unrestricted task utilization.The idea is based on the con-
sideration that if a jobJj

k of taskτk misses its deadlinedj
k, it means that the competing

load of taskτk in interval [rj
k, dj

k] is at leastm(1 − λk). The situation is depicted in
Figure 1. Therefore, if it would be possible to show, for every job Jj

k , that the higher
priority tasks cannot generate so much competing workload in interval[rj

k, dj
k], then the

schedulability would be guaranteed.
Unfortunately, checking the condition directly in[rj

k, dj
k] is not simple without over-

estimating the contribution of each task. To find a better estimation, Baker proposes to
enlargethe interval to the largest possible interval such that the competing load is still
greater thanm(1− λk). This new interval is calledbusy window. By deriving an upper
bound on the combined load produced in the busy window, the final result is obtained.
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Theorem 2 (BAK). A task setτ composed byn tasks is schedulable with DM on a
SMP withm processors if

∀τk :

k−1
∑

i=1

βi ≤ m(1−λk), where βi =

{

Ui(1 + Ti−Ci

Dk
) if λk ≥ Ui

Ui(1 + Ti−Ci

Dk
) + Ci−λkTi

Dk
if λk < Ui

It consists ofn − 1 inequalities, one for each task, excluded the task with shortest
deadline that doesn’t have any interfering task.

Even if theBAK test is valid also for preperiod deadline systems with unrestricted
task utilization, we show with a simple example that it doesn’t dominateABJ. Consider
a platform withm = 2 processors and a task setτ = {τ1 = (4, 9); τ2 = (4, 9); τ3 =
(1, 10)}. Since the largest utilization is49 ≤ m

3m−2 = 0.5, thenABJ is applicable. The

total utilization is less thanm2

3m−2 = 1 andABJ is passed. On the other side, it is easy
to verify that theBAK test fails fork = 3. Then,BAK is not more general thanABJ.

Note that this also proves that the utilization bound proposed in [4] for implicit
deadline systems cannot follow from the general test. Anyway, we will prove along this
paper that the bound is indeed correct, and our indipendent analysis will show that a
similar result is valid also for preperiod deadline systems.

4 The BCL test

A previous work [5] modified Baker’s analysis for the EDF case, deriving a test that
better behaves with tasks that have a high utilization. In this section, we briefly report
some of the results derived in that work adapting them, when needed, to the fixed pri-
ority case. We will consider systems with constrained deadline. When a proof is not
reported, it is identical to the EDF case and can be found in the cited paper.

4.1 Interference time

The interference (resp. interfering load) that a taskτi causes on another taskτk in an
interval[a, b] is never greater than the workload (resp. load) ofτi in the same interval:

∀i, k, a, b : Ii,k(a, b) ≤ Wi(a, b) ≤ b − a, and Lint
i,k (a, b) ≤ Li(a, b) ≤ 1.

Moreover, note that the competing workload of a taskτk in a generic interval cannot
be less than the interferenceIk in the same interval. Considering again Figure 1 and



the definition of interference, we have that if a taskτk misses a deadline indj
k, the

interference on taskτk in [rk
k , dj

k] must be greater than(Dk − Ck).
Since the fixed priority global scheduling algorithm is work-conserving, we have

that in the time instants in which a job is ready but not executing, each processor must
be occupied by a job of a higher priority task. Then, the followig results is valid.

Lemma 1. The interference (resp.interfering load) that a taskτk can suffer in interval
[a, b] is the sum of the interferences (resp. interfering loads) ofall higher priority tasks

in the same interval, divided by the number of processors:Ik(a, b) =
P

i<k
Ii,k(a,b)

m

(resp.:Lint
k (a, b) =

P

i<k
Lint

i,k (a,b)

m
).

For constrained deadline systems scheduled with fixed priority, we then have that
when a deadlinedj

k is missed:
∑

i<k Ii,k(rj
k, dj

k) > m(Dk − Ck).
Therefore, for a job to meet its deadline, the competing interference on the task

must be less than or equal tom(Dk − Ck). For a task to be schedulable, the condition
must hold for all its jobs.

We define the worst-case interference for taskτk as: Ik = maxj(Ik(rj
k, dj

k)) =

Ik(rj∗
k , dj∗

k ), wherej∗ is the job instance in which the total interference is maximal. To
simplify the notation, we define:Ii,k = Ii,k(rj∗

k , dj∗
k ). With the above notation we can

easily extend a necessary and sufficient test derived in [5] for the EDF case.

Theorem 3. A task set with constrained deadlines is schedulable with fixed priority iff,
for each taskτk, one of the following is true:

1)
∑

i<k min
(

Ii,k, Dk − Ck

)

< m(Dk − Ck)
2)

∑

i<k min
(

Ii,k, Dk − Ck

)

= m(Dk − Ck) and ∃h < k : 0 < Ih,k ≤ Dk − Ck

Proof. In [5], a corresponding theorem is proved for EDF. The difference is only in the
tasks that have to be considered in the sum. In the EDF case, the sum is extended to all
tasks (excludedτk). With fixed priority, the sum can be limited to the firstk − 1 tasks,
because the interference on taskτk of each taskτi≥k is null.

To better understand the key idea behind Theorem 3, consideragain the situation
depicted in Figure 1. It is clear that, if the interference that a taskτi can impose on
taskτk in window [rj

k, dj
k] is greater thanDk − Ck, it is sufficient to consider only the

portionDk − Ck in the sum to verify the schedulability of taskτk.

4.2 Combined workload

The schedulability test of Theorem 3 requires the interferencesIi,k. Since we are not
able to compute these values without a simulation of the system, we will use an up-
per bound, deriving only a sufficient condition. We know thatan upper bound on the
interferenceIi,k(rj

k, dj
k) is the workloadWi(r

j
k, dj

k). The workload of each interfering
taskτi<k is maximized when the last job is released at instant(dj

k − Ci), and the job
has just the time to complete its execution requirements before the deadline of task
τk. The situation is depicted in Figure 2 and detailed in [4]. Insuch a situation, let



Ni =
(⌊

Dk−Ci

Ti

⌋

+ 1
)

be the number of requestsrh
i that τi makes in[rj

k, dj
k]. An

upper bound on the workload ofτi in a generic interval[rj
k, dj

k] is then:

Wi(r
j
k, dj

k) ≤ NiCi + εi(r
j
k, dj

k)

whereεi(r
j
k, dj

k) is the execution time that the first job ofτi having execution in[rj
k, dj

k]
spends inside the considered interval. This is often calledcarry-in of taskτi in interval
[rj

k, dj
k]. Note that an upper bound on the carry-in is the following:

εi(r
j
k, dj

k) ≤ min (Ci, (Dk − NiTi + Di − Ci)0) ,

where we used(x)0 as a short notation formax(0, x). Obviously, the carry-in of a task
cannot exceed the worst-case computation timeCi of the task. Moreover, since the first
missed deadline is later atdj

k, the finishing time of the first job ofτi cannot be later
than its deadline. From Figure 2, it follows that the carry-in cannot be greater than
(Dk − NiTi + Di − Ci), when this term is positive, proving the bound.

rh
i dh
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Fig. 2. Carry-in of a taskτi<k in [rj
k, d

j
k].

Denoting withβi an upper bound on the load of taskτi in interval[rj
k, dj

k], we can
then write:

βi =
NiCi + min (Ci, (Dk − NiTi + Di − Ci)0)

Dk

. (1)

Expressing Theorem 3 using the load instead of the workload and modifying it with
the derived bound on the load of a task, we get the following sufficient condition.

Theorem 4 (BCL). A task set with constrained deadlines is schedulable with fixed
priority if, for each taskτk, one of the followings is true:

1)
∑

i<k min (βi, 1 − λk) < m(1 − λk)
2)

∑

i<k min (βi, 1 − λk) = m(1 − λk) and ∃i 6= k : 0 < βi ≤ 1 − λk.

whereβi is expressed by Equation (1).

One of the main differences between this test and the resultspresented in [4] lies
in term (1 − λk) in the minimum. This term directly derives from termDk − Ck in
Theorem 3. The underlying idea is that when considering the interference of a heavy
taskτi over another taskτk, we do not want to overestimate its contribution to the total
interference. If we consider its entire load, when we sum it together with the load of
the other tasks on allm processors, its contribution could be much higher thanDk−Ck

Dk

and we could end up overestimating the total interference. Therefore, we must consider
only the fraction of its workload that can actually interfere with taskτk. This fraction is
bounded by1 − λk.



5 Density-based test

In this section we will develop an indipendent analysis of the multiprocessor schedula-
bility problem when using a fixed priority scheduler with Deadline Monotonic priority
assignment. This will allow to derive a new density based test that represents the corre-
sponding version for DM of a utilization based test derived in [8] for implicit deadline
systems scheduled with EDF, and extended for preperiod deadlines in [5].

We will then show that this test generalizes theABJ test and allows to characterize
hybrid algorithms based on DM that have better performanceswhen scheduling heavy
and light tasks on the same platform.

In [4], a similar bound for implicit deadline systems is presented but not correctly
proved. The task set we introduced in Section 3 can be used to show that it cannot follow
from the generalBAK test. However, a corollary derived from our test when deadlines
are equal to periods will show that the bound is indeed correct.

Lemma 2. In a constrained deadline system scheduled with fixed priority, if a taskτk

misses a deadlinedj
k, then

∑

i≤k

Li(r
j
k, dj

k) > m(1 − λk) + λk

The proof is detailed in [4] and follows from Figure 1.
For the next results, we assume the constrained deadline model is used.

Lemma 3. If the loadLi(I) of a taskτi in an intervalI = [a, b], with |I| ≥ Di, is
greater than2λi, thenτi has two and only two releases,r1

i andr2
i , in I.

Proof. First we prove that the interval should at least include two releases of taskτi.
Suppose there exists a taskτi with Li(I) > 2λi and less than two releases inside

interval I. The load ofτi inside that interval is due to at most two instances. Since
Di ≤ |I|, such load is:Li(I) ≤ 2Ci

|I| ≤ 2Ci

Di
= 2λi, contradicting the hypothesis.

We say that a jobJ l
i is ”entirely contained” inside an interval, if its arrival time,rl

i,
and the arrival time of the next released job of the same task,rl+1

i , are both contained
inside the considered interval. Letξ be the number of jobs ofτi entirely contained inI.
We showed thatξ ≥ 1. Now we prove thatξ < 2.

Note that taskτi produces the maximal load inI when (see Figure 3):

(i) The first job ofτi executing inI is released at instant(a − Di + Ci) and executes
for Ci units at the beginning of the interval.

(ii) The last job ofτi executing inI is released at instant(b − Ci) and executes forCi

units at the end of the interval.

Suppose there exists a taskτi for which ξ ≥ 2 andLi(I) > 2λi. The load ofτi

under conditions (i) and (ii) is:

Li(I) =
2Ci + ξCi

ξTi + 2Ci + Ti − Di

≤
2Ci + ξCi

ξTi + 2Ci

=
(2 + ξ)Ui

ξ + 2Ui

The above expression can be greater than2Ui only whenξ < 2. So whenξ ≥ 2 it
will be Li(I) ≤ 2Ui ≤ 2λi, contradicting the hypothesis. Therefore it should beξ = 1,
as the situation depicted in Figure 4.
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From now on, we will callJ0
i the first job of taskτi that executes in intervalI. The

following jobs are numbered accordingly.

Lemma 4. If the loadLi(I) of a taskτi in an intervalI = [a, b], with |I| ≥ Di, is
greater than2λi, then:

Ui <
1

4
(2)

∑

h≤i

Lh([r0
i , a]) > m(1 − λi) + λi (3)

Di >
2

3
|I| (4)

|[r0
i , a]| >

Di

2
+ Ci (5)

Proof. Lemma 3 guarantees that there is one and only one job ofτi entirely contained
in [a, b], as in Figure 4. The load ofτi in this situation isLi(I) < 3Ci

Ti+2Ci
= 3Ui

1+2Ui
.

SinceLi(I) > 2λi ≥ 2Ui, thenUi < 1
4 , proving Equation (2).

Let x = [r0
i , a], y = [a, r1

i ] andz = [r1
i , b].

It is: Li(y + z) > 2λi andLi(x + y) ≤ λi. Moreover:

Li(z) ≤
2Ci

Ti + Ci

=
2Ui

1 + Ui

< 2Ui ≤ 2λi

Li(y) =
Li(y + z)(|y| + |z|) − Li(z)|z|

|y|
> 2λi +

|z|(2λi − Li(z))

|y|
≥ 2λi

Li(x) =
Li(x + y)(|x| + |y|) − Li(y)|y|

|x|
≤ λi +

|y|(λi − Li(y))

|y|
< λi (6)

Since jobJ0
i didn’t yet complete its execution at instanta, it means that when in

intervalx taskτi is not executing, allm processors are executing higher priority tasks
andLi(x) + Lint

i (x) = 1. From Equation (6) we have:Lint
i (x) > 1 − λi.

Using Lemma 1, Equation (3) is proved by:
∑

h≤i Lh(x)≥
∑

h<i Lint
h,i (x)+Li(x)=

mLint
i (x) + Li(x) = mLint

i (x) + (1 − Lint
i (x)) > m(1 − λi) + λi.

Now, letw = [a, d0
i ]. Note that an upper bound onLi(y +z) is 3Ci

Ti+Ci+(Ti−Di)+|w| .

Since this quantity should be greater than2λi, we have:|w| < 5
2Di − 2Ti − Ci.

Then:|I| = Ti + Ci + (Ti − Di) + |w| < 3
2Di, proving Equation (4).

And: |[r0
i , a]| = Di − |w| > 2Ti −

3
2Di + Ci ≥

Di

2 + Ci, proving Equation (5).
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Theorem 5. A set of periodic or sporadic tasks with constrained deadlines is schedu-
lable with Deadline Monotonic priority assignment onm ≥ 2 processors if:

λtot =

n
∑

i=1

Ci

Di

≤
m

2
(1 − λmax) + λmax (7)

Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Using deadline monotonic priorities, suppose
there exists a task setτ with λtot ≤

m
2 (1−λmax)+λmax, which misses a deadline. Letdj

k

be the first missed deadline. Taskτk is interfered by tasks in the setT = {τ1, . . . , τk−1}.

Case 1:∀τi ∈ T : Li(r
j
k, dj

k) ≤ 2λi.
Since

∑

i<k Lint
i,k (rj

k, dj
k) > m(1 − λk), we get:

λtot ≥
∑

i<k

λi + λk ≥
∑

i<k

Li(r
j
k, dj

k)

2
+ λk ≥

∑

i<k

Lint
i,k (rj

k, dj
k)

2
+ λk

>
m

2
(1 − λk) + λk ≥

m

2
(1 − λmax) + λmax.

Case 2: There is at least one taskτi ∈ T : Li(r
j
k, dj

k) > 2λi.
Let H = {τi ∈ T : Li(r

j
k, dj

k) > 2λi}. SinceDi ≤ Dk, Lemma 3 guarantees that
for every taskτi ∈ H there is one and only one job entirely contained in[rj

k, dj
k],

as in Figure 4. Letτh be the task inH with the earliest released job that interferes
τk in [rj

k, dj
k]. So it is:r0

h ≤ r0
i , ∀τi ∈ H . Then no task inH can have only one job

entirely contained in[r0
h, dj

k]. For Lemma 3 we then have:

∀τi ∈ H : Li(r
0
h, dj

k) ≤ 2λi (8)

Let a = [r0
h, rj

k], b = [rj
k, dj

k] and(a + b) = [r0
h, dj

k].
Since taskτk can execute only when taskτh is not interfered, and jobJ0

h has re-
maining execution time at instantrj

k, thenLk(a) ≤ Lh(a). Equation (6) (with
I = [rj

k, dj
k]) givesLh(a) < λh. So we have:

Lk(a) < λh (9)

Case 2.1:∀τi ∈ T : Li(r
0
h, dj

k) ≤ 2λi.
Equation (3) withI = [rj

k, dj
k] andLh(I) > 2λh gives:

∑

i≤k Li(a) ≥
∑

i≤h Li(a) > m(1 − λh) + λh.



Using the above relation together with Lemma 2 we get:

∑

i≤k

Li(a + b) =
∑

i≤k

Li(a)|a| + Li(b)|b|

|a + b|

>
(m(1 − λh) + λh)|a| + (m(1 − λk) + λk)|b|

|a| + |b|
(10)

Consider separately the caseλh ≤ λk andλh > λk.
- Caseλh ≤ λk:
Equation (10) gives:

∑

i≤k Li(a + b) > m(1 − λk) + λk.
Equation (9) gives:Lk(a) < λh ≤ λk. Remember thatLk(b) < λk, because
deadlinedj

k is missed. So,Lk(a + b) = Lk(a)|a|+Lk(b)|b|
|a+b| < λk|a|+λk|b|

|a+b| < λk.
Since∀τi ∈ T : Li(a + b) ≤ 2λi, we get:

λtot≥
∑

i<k

λi+λk >
∑

i≤k

Li(a + b)

2
+

λk

2
>

m

2
(1−λk)+λk ≥

m

2
(1−λmax)+λmax.

- Caseλh > λk:
From Equation (10) with(λh − λk) > 0, m≥2 and |b|

|a|+|b| >
Th+Ch

2Th+Ch
= 1+Uh

2+Uh
> 1

2 :

∑

i≤k

Li(a + b) > m(1−λh)+λk +
(λh − λk)|a| + m(λh − λk)|b|

|a| + |b|

> m(1−λh)+λh + (λh−λk)
|b|

|a| + |b|

> m(1 − λh) + λh +
(λh − λk)

2

Since|a| < Dh ≤ Dk, then at most two jobs ofτk can execute in interval(a + b).
So we have:Lk(a + b) ≤ 2Ck

2Th+Ch
< Ck

Th
≤ Ck

Dh
< Ck

2

3
Dk

= 3
2λk, where we used

Equation (4) with|I| = |b| = Dk.
Moreover:Lh(a + b) ≤ 3Ch

2Th+Ch
= 3Uh

2+Uh
< 3

2Uh ≤ 3
2λh.

Since∀τi ∈ T : Li(a + b) ≤ 2λi, it is:

λtot >
∑

i<k,i6=h

Li(a + b)

2
+ λh + λk >

∑

i≤k

Li(a + b)

2
+

λh + λk

4

>
m

2
(1 − λh) + λh ≥

m

2
(1 − λmax) + λmax

contradicting the hypothesis.
Case 2.2:There is at least one taskτg ∈ T : Lg(r

0
h, dj

k) > 2λg.
Lemma 3 guarantees thatτg has one and only one job entirely contained in(a+ b).
Let a′ = [r0

g , r0
h]. We will now prove that:∀τi ∈ T : Li(a

′ + a + b) ≤ 2λi.
Suppose there is a taskτf ∈ T for whichLf(a′+a+b) > 2λf . Applying repeatedly
Equation (4) withI = (a′ + a + b), I = (a + b) andI = b, we get:
Df > 2

3 (2Tg + Cg) ≥
4
3Dg > 4

3
2
3 (2Th + Ch) ≥ 16

9 Dh > 16
9

2
3Dk > Dk.



Therefore,τf cannot be inT , proving the assertion.
Equation (4) withI = (a + b) gives:Dg > 2

3 (2Th + Ch) > Th ≥ Dh, showing

thatτg has lower priority thanτh. This means that, since at instantrj
k job J0

h still
has to complete:Lg(a) ≤ Lh(a). Equation (6) withI =b givesLh(a) < λh. Then:

Lg(a) < λh (11)

Note that for Equation (8)τg /∈ H , so:Lg(b) < 2λg. SinceLg(a + b) > 2λg, then:
Lg(a) > 2λg. Combining the latter relation with Equation (11), we get:

λg <
λh

2
(12)

Equation (3) withI =[r0
h, dj

k] gives:
∑

i≤k Li(a
′)≥

∑

i≤g Li(a
′)>m(1−λg)+λg.

For what we said for Case 2.1, it is also:
∑

i≤k Li(a) > m(1 − λh) + λh. Using
the above relations together with Lemma 2 we get:

∑

i≤k

Li(a
′+a+b)>

(m(1−λg)+λg)|a
′|+(m(1−λh)+λh)|a|+(m(1−λk)+λk)|b|

|a′|+|a|+|b|
(13)

We consider separately the caseλh ≤ λk andλh > λk.
- Caseλh ≤ λk:
Equations (12) and (13) give:

∑

i≤k Li(a
′ + a + b) > m(1 − λk) + λk.

BeingDg ≤ Dk, taskτk can execute only when taskτg is not interfered. Consid-
ering that jobJ0

g has remaining execution at instantr0
h, then:Lk(a′) ≤ Lg(a

′).

Equation (6) forI = [r0
h, dj

k] givesLg(a
′) < λg. So we have:Lk(a′) < λg < λk.

Moreover, for Equation (9) it is:Lk(a) < λh ≤ λk. UsingLk(b) < λk, we get:

Lk(a′ + a + b) = Lk(a′)|a′|+Lk(a)|a|+Lk(b)|b|
|a′+a+b| < λk|a

′|+λk|a|+λk|b|
|a′|+|a|+|b|| = λk.

Since∀τi ∈ T : Li(a
′ + a + b) ≤ 2λi:

λtot≥
∑

i<k

λi+λk >
∑

i≤k

Li(a
′+a+b)

2
+

λk

2
>

m

2
(1−λk)+λk≥

m

2
(1−λmax)+λmax.

- Caseλh > λk:
Equation (4) withI = (a + b) givesDg > 2

3 (2Th + Ch). SinceDk ≥ Dg, we get
Th < 3

4Dk − Ch

2 , and:

|a′ + a + b| < Dg + (2Th + Ch) < Dk + (2(
3

4
Dk −

Ch

2
) + Ch) =

5

2
Dk (14)

This means that at most three jobs of taskτk can execute in interval(a′ + a + b).
If r0

g ≥ rj−1
k , thenLk(a′ + a + b) ≤ 2Ck

|a′+a+b| < 2Ck

2Th+Ch
< Ck

Th
< 3

2Uk ≤ 3
2λk,

where we usedTh > 2
3Dk. If r0

g < rj−1
k , thenLk(a′+a+b) < 3Ck

2Tk
< 3

2Uk ≤ 3
2λk.

In both cases:Lk(a′ + a + b) ≤ 3
2λk.

Similarly: Lg(a
′ + a + b) ≤

3Cg

2Tg+Cg
=

3Ug

2+Ug
< 3

2Ug ≤ 3
2λg.



Since∀τi ∈ T : Li(a
′ + a + b) ≤ 2λi:

λtot >
∑

i<k,i6=h,g

Li(a
′ + a + b)

2
+ λh + λg + λk

>
∑

i≤k

Li(a
′ + a + b)

2
+ λh +

λg

4
+

λk

4
−

Lh(a′ + a + b)

2

For Equation (12):(λh−λg)>0. Using Equation (13), with(λh−λk)>0 andm≥2:

∑

i≤k

Li(a
′+a+b)>m(1−λh)+

m(λh−λg)|a
′|+m(λh−λk)|b|+λg|a

′|+λh|a|+λk|b|

|a′+a+b|

>m(1−λh)+λh+
(λh−λg)|a

′|+(λh−λk)|b|

|a′+a+b|

Since for Equation (14) it is |b|
|a′+a+b| > Dk

5

2
Dk

= 2
5 , then:

λtot >
m

2
(1 − λh) + λh +

(λh − λg)|a
′|

2|a′ + a + b|
+

7

10
λh +

λg

4
−

Lh(a′ + a + b)

2

To derive an upper bound forLh(a′ + a + b), note that, using Equation (4), it is:
Th ≥ Dh > 2

3Dk ≥ 2
3Dg > 2

3 |a
′|. Then at most two jobs ofτh can execute ina′.

- If |a′| ≤ Th, at most one job ofτh can execute ina′. Using twice Equation (4):

Lh(a′+a+b) ≤
4Ch

|a′+a+b|
<

4Ch

2Tg+Cg

<
4Ch

2Dg

<
4Ch

2 2
3 (2Th+Ch)

<
3

2
Uh ≤

3

2
λh

Equation (4) and (5), withI = [r0
h, dj

k], give:
|a′|

|a′+a+b| >
Dg

2
+Cg

Dg

2
+Cg+|a+b|

>
1

2

2

3
|a+b|+Cg

1

2

2

3
|a+b|+Cg+|a+b|

> 1
4 . Then:

λtot >
m

2
(1 − λh) + λh +

(λh − λg)

8
+

7

10
λh +

λg

4
−

3

4
λh

>
m

2
(1 − λh) + λh ≥

m

2
(1 − λmax) + λmax.

- If |a′| > Th, then two jobs ofτh can execute ina′, and it is:

Lh(a′ + a + b) ≤
5Ch

|a′| + |a + b|
<

5Ch

3Th + Ch

<
5

3
Uh ≤

5

3
λh

Equation (2) forI = [rj
k, dj

k] givesCh < Th

4 .

So we have: |a′|
|a′+a+b| >

Th

Th+2Th+Ch
> Th

3Th+
Th
4

= 4
13 . And:

λtot >
m

2
(1 − λh) + λh +

2(λh − λg)

13
+

7

10
λh +

λg

4
−

5

6
λh

>
m

2
(1 − λh) + λh ≥

m

2
(1 − λmax) + λmax.



When deadlines are equal to periods, a utilization based test immediately follows.

Corollary 1. A set of periodic or sporadic tasks with deadline equal to period is schedu-
lable with Rate Monotonic priority assignment onm ≥ 2 processors if:

Utot ≤
m

2
(1 − Umax) + Umax

The above result is more general thanABJ. This is easy to see takingUmax = m
3m−2 .

Then a task set is schedulable when:Utot ≤
m
2 (1 − m

3m−2) + m
3m−2 = m2

3m−2 , asABJ.
Theorem 5 is useful not only with RM and DM, but also with ”hybrid” algorithms.

Hybrid algorithms are modified versions of classic scheduling algorithms that can reach
a higher utilization bound, dealing separately with heavy and light tasks (see [3,4,9,10]).
This is done in order to overcome Dhall’s effect [2], an effect that limits the scheduling
performances of the classic algorithms when tasks with highand low utilization have to
be scheduled on the same platform. Consider Algorithm RM-US[Uth] (Rate Monotonic
with Utilization SeparationUth) that assigns maximum priority up to the heaviestm−1
tasks having utilization greater than the thresholdUth and schedules the remaining tasks
with priorities according to RM.

ALGORITHM RM-US[Uth](tasks ordered by decreasing utilization):
– For(i=0, i<m, i= i+1){If (Ui > Uth) {giveτi maximum priority}; else break}
– Schedule the remaining tasks with priorities according to RM.

Andersson et al. showed that, when the threshold ism
3m−2 , such algorithm can

schedule any periodic task set with total utilizationUtot ≤
m2

3m−2 .
Using Corollary 1, we can generalize the analysis to any utilization threshold. Being

H < m the number of tasks withUi > Uth, the minimum total utilization needed
for a task set to be schedulable is at least the minimum total utilization needed by an
algorithm that schedules each one of theH ”heavy” tasks on a dedicated processor and
the others on the remainingm − H processors with RM [3,10]. Applying Corollary 1,
the light tasks can be scheduled onm − H processors if their total utilization is at
most m−H

2 (1 − Uth) + Uth. Therefore, the total utilization that still guarantees the
schedulability with RM-US[Uth] is: HUth + m−H

2 (1 − Uth) + Uth. The maximum
with respect toUth of the minimum with respect toH of this expression is reached
whenUth = 1

3 , which represents the utilization threshold that guarantees the highest
utilization bound for the RM-US class of algorithms, relatively to our schedulability
algorithm. Using this value inside the previous expressionwe have the following.

Corollary 2. A periodic or sporadic task set with deadlines equal to periods is schedu-
lable with RM-US[13 ] on m processors ifUtot ≤

m+1
3

Note that the bound of Corollary 2 is better than the bound derived in [3] for RM-
US[ m

3m−2 ], whenm ≥ 2.
Since Theorem 5 is valid also for preperiod deadline systems, we can as well charac-

terize a similar algorithm that uses as separation value thedensity of each task. We call
this algorithm DM-DS[λth] (Deadline Monotonic with Density Separationλth), where
λth is the density threshold that discriminate between maximumpriority ”heavy” task,
and ”light” task to be scheduled with DM.



ALGORITHM DM-DS[λth](tasks ordered by decreasing density):
– For(i=0, i<m, i= i+1){If (λi > λth) {giveτi maximum priority}; else break;}
– Schedule the remaining tasks with priorities according to DM.

Proceding as before, but using Theorem 5 instead of Corollary 1, we can derive
that the density threshold that guarantees the highest density bound using the test of
Theorem 5 isλth = 1

3 , and state the following result.

Corollary 3. A periodic or sporadic task set with preperiod deadlines is schedulable
with DM-DS[13 ] on m processors ifλtot ≤

m+1
3

6 Conclusions

In this paper we presented two schedulability tests to be used with the fixed priority
scheduling algorithm. The first test is very efficient in presence of heavy tasks and it is
the correspondent version of a similar test appeared in [5] for the EDF case. The sec-
ond test behaves well with a high number of light tasks, giventhat the total density of
the task set doesn’t exceed a derived bound. It represents the DM version of an EDF
schedulability test presented in [8] and extended for constrained deadline systems in
[5]. We showed that our result allows to generalize and improve the existing related
bounds, as well as to characterize the performances of previously proposed hybrid al-
gorithms. An advantage of our result is that it is valid also for sporadic task systems
with unbounded task utilization and with preperiod deadlines. No density bounds for
constrained deadline systems have been previously proposed.
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